Review of PROFISH Project
Recreational fishing, otherwise called sports fishing involves fishing exercises occupied with the
end goal of delight or rivalry, instead of to make benefit for day by day survival. It is a movement
which considers the duplication of significant worth per angle really reaped. Recreational
angling fills in as a methods for arrangement of various incomes and openings. Asides from
being a most loved side interest action for some, sport angling has contributed enormously to
the United States economy to the tune of more than $115 billion every year. It has likewise
given a methods for survival to innumerable individuals by making openings for work for in
excess of 800,000 people.
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With the gigantic accomplishments recorded by the business, it would get the job done to
announce that the business is no uncertainty set out toward progress. Notwithstanding, to keep
the achievement accomplishment blasting, it is basic that the problematic highlights of
blockchain innovation be fused into the business, consequently the rise of an association
named PRO FISH Expert Fish is the first of its kind stage which influences on blockchain
innovation to reform the recreational/sports angling industry. The stage by means of the
utilization of its token; FISH plans to improve the angling network with new business thoughts,
with the motivation behind cultivating the development and advancement of the recreational fish
industry in general. The FISH token will be used by partners of the angling business, for
example, anglers, retailers, and sellers. The accompanying are the administrations to be
rendered by Profish by means of the utilization of FISH.
Online Tournament
Online Marketplace
Reward Systems
ONLINE TOURNAMENT: Fishing competitions, a well known occasion among fishers i. e
anglers who utilizes the calculating (snare) angling system. It is a sorted out rivalry whose point
is for members to get the best and greatest fish. Be that as it may, with Pro Fish stage,
blockchain advantages, for example, decreased exchange expense, traceable and
unquestionable exchanges, and ideal security highlight will be joined into online competitions
and angling exercises. Likewise whoever is proclaimed the champ of the competition will be
reported and celebrated on the Pro Fish people group page which can be compared to the well
known online networking stage, Facebook, Twitter, and others. Individuals from the Pro Fish
people group can make gatherings, include companions and offer their fish gets. Other webbased social networking stages can likewise be gotten to by means of the site where network
individuals can share their gets and accomplishments.
ONLINE MARKETPLACE: This is a development of Pro Fish which enables partners to trade
products and ventures utilizing FISH tokens or Ethereum as methods for installment.
Professional Fish means to bear the cost of individuals the chance to have their own online
store where they can post their own thing available to be purchased.
REWARD SYSTEM: Reward programs in recreational angling is a route by which retailers boost
and remunerate their clients, this is finished by offering focuses, virtual gift vouchers, coupons
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and so on to clients. Tragically, these focuses must be made utilization of for a specific item or
with the particular retailers offering them, consequently restricting the client from utilizing the
obtained focuses for buying different items in another retailers' store. Be that as it may, with the
utilization of FISH token, there will be unification and decentralization of remuneration programs
as the tokens would be used by each commercial center on the stage, accordingly procured
tokens can be utilized for exchanges on any angling network inside the stage
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